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Allied Forces: Doomed to Failure?

! Country Divisions Percentage

! France: 104 72%

! Belgium 22 15%

! BEF 10 7%

! Netherlands: 8 6%

! Totals: 144

'

Allied Air Power:

! Country Aircraft Percentage

! France: 1,368 61%

! Belgium 250 11%

! BEF 456 20%

! Netherlands: 175 8%

! Totals: 2,249
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! The historical realities of  
Operation Sea Lion:
! Hitler had no achievable  

military objectives re  
Britain

! Germany would never
control the sealanes

!Germany never came
close to control of the
English Channel

"*

!Germany never came close to
control of the skies above the
Channel

! Could not prevail in the air
war

! Could not invade: Germany did
not possess the forces (needed
5X more than planned)

"!

! G e rmany did not
possess  the
shipping necessary

! G e rmany did not
possess

the logistical ability
! G e rmany did not

possess  the supply
capability

! G e rmany did not
possess

the landing craft
""

!Most important:  
Germany did not possess  
the interest: In July  
1940, Hitler began  
planning for Barbarossa,  
not Sea Lion
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Collapse of the Netherlands & France in June 1940:  
Shock waves throughout Asia; enticed Tokyo with the  
prospect of sweeping southward.
Opportunity of the weakening of French, Dutch and  
even British power.

%#

"September 22, 1940:
"Japan occupies northern French  
Indochina
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"September 26, 1940:
"US embargo of aviation gasoline,  
high-grade iron, scrap metal

%%

"September 27, 1940:
"Japan signs Tripartite Pact

%&

"October 1940:
"Decoding War Scare
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Japan Joins “Winning” Side:

! Japan joins Axis  
partners, October 10,
1940

! Hitler with  
Ambassador Saburo  
Kurusu, and Count  
Galeazzo Ciano

%)

Knox Inspects Defenses at Pearl  
Harbor, September 1940
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October 1940: Decoding and War  
Scare (Yarnell, Stark, Knox,  

Richardson)
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Did “Purple” Contribute to
U.S. Complacency?
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" “Germany
First” (origins of  
“Germany First”

" Delaying tactics re  
Japan

" Relevant to Pearl  
Harbor speculation
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Hitler’s fateful decision to  
invade the USSR in June 1941  
changed the entire dimensions  

of the Second World War.
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Strategically, it meant that Germany now  
had to fight on multiple fronts (Balkans,  

North Africa, Atlantic, plus THREE fronts  
in Russia) and thus reverted to  

Germany’s dilemmas of 1914–1917
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Japan targeted Borneo, Malaya,  
and the Dutch East Indies:  
Southern Resource Area

!!)

U.S. bases in the Philippines would also  
be attacked: (Japanese flank) thus  
provoking U.S. into war with Japan
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Tokyo Reasoned: Philippines attack  
would inevitably bring U.S. into the  
war. Thus, the logic of attacking  
Guam, Wake, Midway, Hawaii

!"!

US. military installations in the  
western Pacific, and their fleet  
base at Pearl Harbor, to be  
preemptively “neutralized”

!""

During Sept. 1941 war game, Japanese  
“sunk” U.S. Carrier Yorktown at Pearl –

The Yorktown had redeployed to the  
Atlantic since April 1941!

!"#

Japanese Carrier Attack Force: Submarines  
Departed for Pearl Harbor November 16.

Continuing negotiations with Hull after this  
date were merely to stall for time.
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Initial Attacks on U.S. Possessions: Guam,  
Midway, Wake, Philippines, Hawaii
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MacArthur’s Fatal Errors

133
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Manila Hotel  
MacArthur’s 1941 Residence

135

136

The Strategic Logic of
“Germany First”

Taking on the strongest Axis
Power: Italian and Japanese
defeat would not end the war
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The Holocaust
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Common Misperceptions About  
the Holocaust: Chronology

! 1933-1939: widespread Anti-Semitism  
and violence; Concentration Camps in  
Germany; Mass Murder of the Disabled  
& Political Opponents

! 1939-1941: Mass Murder of Jews and  
Poles, Mobile Death Squads, Ghettoes

! 1942-1945: The “Final Solution”:  
Establishment of an elaborate network  
of Death Camps in Poland
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Concentration Camps vs. Death Camps
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Arthur D. Morse
While Six Million Died (1968)
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Henry Feingold, The Politics of  
Rescue (Rutgers, 1970)

v Argued that the U.S.  
government, including  
FDR himself, was  
indifferent to the fate of  
European Jews

v Argued that U.S. officials  
motivated by crass  
political concerns or even  
outright anti-Semitism

157

David Wyman, The Abandonment of the  
Jews: America and the Holocaust  
(Pantheon, 1984)
v Argued that a substantial  

commitment to rescue  
European Jews on the  
part of the US might have  
saved thousands of people

v Asserts that a  
combination of anti-
Semitism, nativism &  
isolationism made rescue  
inconceivable

158

David Wyman, The Abandonment of the  
Jews: America and the Holocaust  
(Pantheon, 1984)
v In later work, Wyman  

shifted his criticism,  
contending that American  
Jews were at fault

v If American Jews had  
taken a more forceful  
approach, he contended,  
government policy might  
have been changed

159

FDR and the Holocaust,
Verne Newton, ed. (Macmillan, 1996)

v  A collection of talks  
delivered at a two-
day conference of  
scholars held in 1993  
at the FDR Library

v Discussion revolved  
around FDR's  
reactions to Hitler's  
policies against the  
Jews

160

FDR and the Holocaust,
Verne Newton, ed. (Macmillan, 1996)

v Historian Robert Dallek reiterated  
the chronology of events:

v Immigration restrictions of 1924

v Nazi persecution in the 1930s

v German penetration deep into the  
USSR, 1941

v Widespread extermination after  
June 1941

v US landings, North Africa,  
November 1942

161

FDR and the Holocaust,
Verne Newton, ed. (Macmillan, 1996)

n Whether Auschwitz should  
have been bombed

n Estimated 1 million Jews had  
been killed before Auschwitz  
was fully operational

n At least 1 in 6 Jews died at  
Auschwitz (1.1 million est.)

n Worst years 1942, 1943  
(largest extent of the Nazi  
empire = largest number of  
Jews murdered)
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FDR and the Holocaust,
Verne Newton, ed. (Macmillan, 1996)

n Red Army began entering  
Poland late Summer 1944

n Auschwitz abandoned  
October 1944

n Estimated that another 1  
million more Jews  
murdered elsewhere after  
Red Army captured  
Auschwitz in Jan. 1945

163

James Kitchens,
U.S. Air Force Archivist:

n Military feasibility and  
likely effectiveness of  
bombing explored by James  
Kitchens, U.S. Air Force  
Archivist

n He concluded that bombing  
would have been largely  
symbolic (“Doolittle Raid”  
over Poland)

164

James Kitchens,
U.S. Air Force Archivist:

n Bombing Auschwitz (or rail lines  
leading to it) physically impossible  
until 1944

n Would have required re-allocation  
of resources from other efforts,  
such as preparation for Overlord  
landings

n Bombing rejected by the most  
important Jewish groups:  
ambivalent about its efficacy and  
potential

n (Netherlands humanitarian issue)
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Robert Rosen, Saving the Jews: Franklin  
Roosevelt and the Holocaust (2007) forward  
by Gerhard Weinberg

v Rosen address the
accusations of anti-Semitism

v Unprecedented participation
of Jews in the upper echelons
of the FDR administration

v FDR’s longtime and warm  
friendships with many Jews  
such as Frankfurter,  
Morgenthau, Rosenman,  
Baruch, Ben Cohen, etc.

166

Robert Rosen, Saving the Jews: Franklin  
Roosevelt and the Holocaust (2007) forward  
by Gerhard Weinberg
v FDR had spoken out forcefully  

about Nazi persecution of the  
Jews since the 1930s, more so  
after November 1938

v With the death camps in full  
operation after January  
1942, FDR made it publicly  
clear that Nazi leaders would  
be held accountable

v FDR was often quoted as  
stressing that the only way to  
end the killing was to  
expeditiously defeat Hitler

167

Robert L. Beir, Roosevelt and the  
Holocaust (2013)
v FDR had urged Churchill to  

open Palestine as an  
emergency measure (closed  
since the 1939 British  
White Paper)

v Only FDR insisted upon  
unconditional surrender of  
the Nazi regime

v FDR insisted upon holding  
the Nazis accountable after  
the war (seeds of the  
Nuremberg Tribunals)
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Richard Breitman, Allan Lichtman, FDR and  
the Jews (Harvard University Press, 2013)

" Even American Jews who  
petitioned the president could  
not agree on how best to aid  
imperiled Jews abroad

" Though U.S. actions may seem  
inadequate in retrospect, the  
authors depict a concerned  
leader whose efforts on behalf  
of Jews were far greater than  
those of any other world  
figure

!&)

Ruth Gruber, Haven: The Dramatic Story of  
1,000 World War II Refugees and How  
They Came to America (reissued 2010)
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